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1. PAUL’S JOYFUL PRAYER OF THANKGIVING (v3-4)
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He thanked God for the work of the gospel that was
accomplished in them.

He thanked God for the work of the gospel that was
accomplished in them.

He was filled with wonderful memories of them all.
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Although imprisoned he experienced – not depression –
but a deep joy that sprung from his relationship with Christ.
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2. PAUL’S PRAISE FOR THEIR PARTNERSHIP IN THE
GOSPEL (v5)
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Another reason for thanksgiving was their participation with
Paul in the Gospel.
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He is also talking about their financial support.

He is also talking about their financial support.

3. PAUL’S CONFIDENCE IN GOD’S PRESERVATION (v6)
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Their future in heaven was guaranteed.

Their future in heaven was guaranteed.

He pointed them to “the day of Jesus Christ”

He pointed them to “the day of Jesus Christ”
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received? Was it only because his immediate needs were
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